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© Jgunyecr: WEINAP, 

> ee rT from Warre ted 8/3/56, 

aay received night of 8/7/56, frorwa -Jetter— 

addressed the White House by 
7/10/56, and a copy of Mr. Oineyte-reply. 
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: Fs: eric rena es to the Weinberger kidnaping, 

fcomplains a e ragic mishandling of the case by the press ° 

and possibly by the police.“ Her letter was also signed by three b7C 

; ] . of her neighbors. 
a a nil Oia oi nel ; - 

By letter 8/3/56, Olney answer ci TEED ot tex Pe 

which had been referred to him by the White House. ‘fle €xplained b7C 

the difference between the jurisdiction’. of the Federal investi- r 

gative agencies and the state and local investigative agencies, 

also between the jurisdiction of the Federal courts and state 

courts in the trial of criminal offenses. Olney states the FBI 

has authority to investigate violations of certain Federal laws. 

It does not have jurisdiction to investigate crimes, however. 

repulsive, that violate state law only. Olney states the FBI “ 

investigates with a view of eventual prosecution in Federal court 

and never investigates a case for state court, which is the business 

of the local investigative agencies. Olney says if the FBI were ‘ 

to do otherwise it would not only be usurping jurisdiction without «. 

authority of law but would necessarily impede the proper state 

agencies. 
a 

Olney's letter says often a crime may be committed Pa 

under circumstances which make it perfectly plain that state law 

has been violated, while at the same time the question of whether 3 

Federal law has been violated is not clear. That is the case with - iS 

respect to the Weinberger kidnaping. Olney says there was not a. 

the slightest doubt from the beginning that the criminal laws of he: 

the State of New York had been violated, put there was, and still~~ 

is, a serious question as to whether Federal law had been violated. 

‘That Federal law has not been violated by the kidnaper unless “NF 

| the child has been taken across state lines or some instrumentality ; 

of interstate commerce has been used in making a demand for ransom, ~ 

or the mails used, or some other circumstance not now in evidence ;_ 

feppears which will give the Federal courts. jurisgiction. . 
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Memorandum for. ur. —Rosen ae — ee a < caer 

“= @lney's letter states for these reason) ¢he yer aia res 
not investigate as soon as the abduction was discbvered. From | 

‘* sHithe outset the FBI established close contact with the police and — 
Joffered every aid that could be given, but that the FBI did not ~ 
=’ fand under the law could not take over from the police the aan d 

responsibility for the conduct of the Monier eke _— 7 

; Olney points out that«the actio of apers  - .=-—- 
and the police, which are the subject of complaint, 
occurred during the first seven days follow ng the aping when 
the responsibility was exclusively that of the Nassau County Police. 
He points out that at the end of seven days the situation changed b¢ 
both 1tegaily and practically and the FBI formally entered the bI 
investigation under the presumptive clause. Olne the 
kind of publicity and official action about — 
complained immediately stopped. , _ 

Olney's letter reiterated that he wanted 
and her friends who signed the letter assured that the Federal 
Government and the FBI in particular had no control over the course 
of the investigation or the publicity during the first week after 
the kidnaping. Olney said the faiiure of the FBI to enter the 
case during that period was not due to any callous indifference 
but was based on the best judgment of the FBI in the light of 
existing law. Olney states that it would be inappropriate for 
him as a Federal official to comment on the actions of state 
or county investigative agencies. 
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e above is for your information. 
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